NLP Workshops for Professional Excellence, Parenting and Teaching
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Under Project 'LEAD' Centre for Sustainable Development is organizing NLP workshops for Professional Excellence, Parenting and Teaching. The workshops are being organised at Sundernagar from November 26 to November 28, 2011. Due to increase in competitiveness at global level our professional as well as personal life is facing a rapid transition the world over and several new techniques are being used for optimum performance and excellence. **NLP (Neuro Linguistic Programming)** is one of such functional branches of Psychology. NLP is the study and application of models of human excellence. It offers techniques to transform innate potential into performance in both personal and professional life. It focuses on the principles and techniques that are easily applicable to leadership, management, and change, in business, and at home. It is usually believed that some people are naturally talented or that they have acquired a level of excellence through practice and experience. NLP side-steps these answers by focussing not on what has made the difference in the past between two people of different abilities, but on **what can be done now** to develop a competent person's performance closer to a level of excellence.

**Workshop on Parenting: Bring the Genius out of your CHILD aims at**: (Venue: Hotel Chinar Date: November 26, 2011 Time: 3:30 PM to 7:30 PM) • Understanding child. • Handling difficulties at every stage of develop of child. • Establishing & maintaining your communication with the child. • Step-by-step ways towards creativity. • Use your child's unconscious to empower Child. • Support Child to excel in academic while boosting their creativity. • Staying calm & comfortable while handling difficulty.

**Workshop on Professional Excellence: Unleash your Potential aims at**: (Venue: Hotel Chinar Date: November 27, 2011 Time: 9:30 AM to 4:30 PM) • Increased productivity at workplace. (realistic goal setting, planning, acting & achieving) • Improved attitude, team work and better communication skills. (high self image and interpersonal understanding) • More job satisfaction and peace of mind. (stress management and handling difficulties) • Improved customer service and satisfaction. (empathy and acting in best interests of both)

**Workshop on Teaching: Excellence in Education aims**: (Venue: MLSM College Date: November 28, 2011 Time: 9:30 AM to 4:30 PM) • to enjoy being a teacher. • to win the best out of student. • To motivate the student. • To handle tough situation in classroom. • To help student dream big and achieve their goals. • To understand the unconscious processes happening in the classroom and utilize them. • To understand problems, pressures and anxieties of students. And how to address them while teaching. • To channelize students energies for optimum performance. • To have high self worth and self esteem. These popular workshops are designed by **Prof. Leo Lobo** and **Dr. Amit Goswamy** and has helped thousands of professionals, teachers, parents and students in all parts of the country. **Prof. Leo Lobo** An NLP Master trainer involved in NLP training in India and abroad. He is trained and mentored by Dr. Richard Mc Hugh, the NLP master. He is also trained in Counseling, Gestalt therapy and photo language. He has conducted many NLP process laboratories helping people to get rejuvenated in life. **Dr. Amit Goswamy** Trained Clinical Hypnotherapist from California Hypnosis Institute and Vimhans Hospital New Delhi. Also trained in Ericksonian Hypnotherapy and Nero Linguistic Programming. They have conducted many programs in India and overseas. For details call: **Prashant Sharma:** +91 94184-82434 **Jitender Verma:** +91 94184-59434 **E-mail:** mail.censud@gmail.com
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